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First of all we introduce and examine some predicates that pop up in the derivation 
of all problems to be treated. For p,q: 0 s p s q =S N the left-bottom (26) and right-top 
(34) predicates are defined by 
JW pd = (Vi: pG<q: X[p]aX[i]), (1) 
9Gp,q) = (Vi: pS i <q: X[i] s X[q - I]). (2) 
In the same way right-bottom (926) and left-top (-%) predicates may be defined. 
Let us list some useful properties of 5U; analogous properties hold for the other 
predicates. For p,q: 0 6 p s q s N we have: 
MP,PL W(p- 1,~) for p Z 0, 
~J(P4-l) = (Vi: pG<n: X[i]sX[q-I]) 
h %l(n,q) for n: pSnSq, 
i9U(p,q) _) (Vi: 0s i < p: iSt(i,q)), 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
W(p,q)A+@l(p-l,q) * (Vi: p<iSq: +U(p-l,i)) for p#O. (6) 
Properties (3) and (4) follow from the empty, one-point and domain split rule, 
respectively. Implication (5) expresses left-monotonicity. Its proof is straightforward 
and lef to the reader. All predicates are monotonous on one side only. This 
introduces all of the complications, but at the same time it makes the predicates 
interesting. The validity of property (6) follows from 
= {definition of 5U (2)) 
(Vi: pSi<q: X[i]SX[q-l])ni(Vi: p-lG<q: X[i]sX[q-11) 
= {domain split of V and de Morgan rule} 
(Vi: pSi<q: X[i]sX[q-11) 
I\ (i(Vi: pG<q: X[i]sX[q-l])vX[p-l]>X[q-I]) 
= {complement rule; dummy change i := i - 1) 
(Vi: p<iSq: X[i-l]sX[q-l])AX[p-l]>X[q-l] 
* {transitivity) 
(Vi: PC&q: X[p-l]>X[i-11) 
* {existentialization} 
(Vi: PC&q: (3j: p-lSj<i: X[j]>X[i-1))) 
= {de Morgan, definition of 5W) 
(Vi: p < i G q: l@l(p - 1,i)). 
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if we substitute 9t for &tpCt and put F(p,q) = q -p in the functional specification, 
a well-known problem [4] is obtained, which is treated in Section 2. In Section 3, 
an alternative solution is derived to enable elegant linear solutions for the more 
complicated problems to follow. The linearity proof for the algorithm is not trivial; 
it is derived in Section 4, where a further optimization is proposed as well. In Section 
5, the well-known problem of the largest rectangle under a histogram [I, 141 is 
revisited, and in Section 6 the related problem of the maximal &W segment [ 1,3,1 I] 
is solved again, in the same setting. The most challenging problem, finding the 
maximal length of any &OX segment, which is at the same time 96 and 38, is 
introduced and solved in Section ‘7. Finally, some concluding remarks are made in 
Section 8. 
2. Standard solution of the maximal right-top segment problem 
The problem of finding the maximal length of any right-top segment is rather 
standard (141; for a more complicated version with solution see [7,8]) and will be 
treated here briefly. We are asked to find a statement list that establishes 
30: z=(MAXp,q:OspsqsNn@t(p,q):q-p). 
The standard approach is to replace one of the constants 0 or N by a variable n. 
An attempt o replace N by n will turn out to be cumbersome for this case, because 
of the one-sided monotonicity of 5U. This is a well-known pitfall for undergraduate 
students. The reader is invited to try it himself. 
Replacing 0 by n yields the following invariant: 
90: z=(MAXp,q:nspsqsNA@t(p,q):q-p)nOsnsN. 
Being interested in a decrease of n we evaluate: 
= {domain split} 
= (90; property of MAX} 
= {introduce 911 (see below); assume sPl”,_,) 
zmax(s-nfl), 
where 
91: s = (MAX q: n G q s N A i@t(n,q): qh 
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This means that z:= z max (s-n + 1) establishes !FO:_) if 90 and 91 i_m hold. In 
order to achieve the latter we derive for 0 c n 6 N 
= 
hold (use domain split)) 
(MAXq:nSqSshX[n-l]sX[q-l]nsd(n,q):q) 
= {case analysis; if X[n - l] s X[s - l] holds maximize q, 
912SRL(n,s)) 
{if X[n-l]>X[s-l] we have Sl(n,s)~%U(n-1,s); 
use property (6)) 
I 
s, X[n-l]SX[s-11, 
n, X[n-l]>X[s-11. 
Combining these results leads to the traditional solution listed below. Its sym- 
metrical counterpart, the statement list determining the maximal length of any 
left-bottom (286) segment, is displayed below it. 
I[ n,s: int; 
n,s,z := N,N,O; 
don#O -, 
if X[n-l]sX[s-l] + skip 
0 X[n-l]>X[s-l] + s:=n 
fi; 
z:=zmax(s-n+l);n:=n-1 
od 
II 
{z = (MAX p,q: 0s p s q S N A sieG(p,q): q - p)) 
I[ n,s: int; 
n,s,z := O,O,O; 
don#N + 
if X[n] a X[s] + skip 
0 X[n]<X[s] --, s:=n 
fi; 
z:=zmax(n+l-s); n:= n+l 
od 
II 
(z=(M~p,q:O~p~qdNA,%#(p,q):q-p)} 
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3. Alternative solution of the maximal right-top segment problem 
The solution given in the previous ection is entirely satisfactory. But what if we 
are forced to process the elements of array X from left to right? For instance, we 
could be asked to calculate the maximal ength of a 60x segment, with &X defined 
bY 
Predicates 5% and 5U are monotonous on opposite sides, and this would indeed 
force us to proceed contrary to the preferred irection of one of them: the conjunction 
of both predicates i  utterly nonmonotonous! 
Let us first try again to solve the original 9Qt problem, but this time by replacing 
N by variable n. We obtain invariant 
90: z=(MAXp,q:OSp=zq~n4U(p,q):q-p)AOSnSN. 
The need to decrease variant function N -n prompts us to evaluate: 
= {domain split; PO} 
= {properties of MAX; definition of RT, see (8) below} 
zmax(n+l-RT(n+l)), 
with 
RT(n)=(MINp:O~p~n&U(p,n):p) forn:OsnsN. (8) 
Because of the nonmonotonicity in this direction it is no use introducing a new 
invariant like s = RT(n): the value of variable swould go up and down with increasing 
n, a property that usually destroys the linearity of the algorithm. Instead, RT(n+ 1) 
must be calculated on the spot. In view of the MIN quantor a linear search seems 
appropriate. In view of the left-monotonicity of 524 the segment [p,n+ 1) is best 
extended to the left, and we propose invariant 
90: O~mQth%?(m,n+l). 
The initialization m := n follows trivially with the help of (3). Furthermore 20 A 
m = 0 implIes St(O,n+ 1) ‘holds, and RT(n+ 1) =s 0 (=m). Thi: resulting uard m # 0 
may be strengthened with the conjunct X[m- l] s X[n], for X[m - l] > X[n] implies 
15U(m- l,n+ l), so with (5) m turns out to be the minimum index for which 
St(p,n+ 1) holds, and again RT(n + 1) = m. A conditional and (“can,“) is required 
to avoid evaluation of X[-11. Rutting X[-l] = inf, condition m # 0 may be omitted. 
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Hence the first approximation to the solution is: 
n,z:= 0,O; 
don#N + 
m n; := 
domfOandX[m-l]sX[n] --, 
“decrease m under invariance of 5WO” 
o& 
z:=zmax(n+l-mm);n:=n+l 
od. 
For reasons of efficiency we are not satisfied with a decrease of m by 1 in each 
step of the repetition. So we put KC:= L for some L: 0~ L< m, and calculate: 
SPt(L,n+ 1) 
= {property (4), L<m} 
(Vi: Lsi<m: X[i]GX[n])~9l(m,n+1) 
e {rewriting the first conjunct into W-form using transitivity; 
definition of 90) 
(Vi: LG<m: X[i]sX[m-t])AX[m-l]GX[n]A90 
= (definition of 98 (2)) 
W(L,m) hX[m-l]sX[n]h%O. 
Note that a maximal decrease of m is obtained when L is chosen to be the 
minimum index that satisfies W( L,m). In other words: take L = RT(m)! So this is 
our strategy: introduce the auxiliary array rt[i: 0~ i s N] and add invariant 
91: (Vi: 0s is n: rt[i] = RT(i)), 
leading to the second and final approximation of the solution 
I[ n,m: int; rt[i: 0s i s NJ: array of int; 
nJ := 0,O; rt[O] := 0; 
don#N + 
m := no 
dom;OcandX[m-l]sX[n] --, m:=rt[m]od; 
rt[n+1]:=m;z:=tmax(n+1-m);n:=n+l 
od . 
-I 
ll . 
Array element rt[O] is not needed here, but it will serve future purposes. 
Thus we have found an elegant algorithm, satisfying the restriction on the order 
of processing of array X. The question is: what is its time complexity? Although 
we have minimized the number of steps in the innermost repetition, the algorithm 
as a whole still looks quadratic. In the next section, however, we will she-w that the 
solution is linear, which is the best one may expect. 
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4. Linearity proof and further optimization of the alternative solution 
In order to prove linearity we introduce ghost variable k and insert the statement 
k := k - 1 into the inner repetition, enabling the definition of the economic variant 
function k for this repetition. Evidently, kcounts the applications of rt, if we interpret 
the array as a function. Note that rt[m] C m for m > 0, so rt’[m] is a decreasing 
sequence for increasing i, down to zero, from where on it remains zero. In order to 
bound k from below, we propose 
92: k=(MINi:iBOnrt’[n]=O:i), 
91: k=(MtNi: i~Ontt’[m]=O: i) 
as additional invariants for the outer and inner repetition, implying 0~ k s n and 
0 s k s m, respectively. 
Initializing k to 0 establishes 92. Variable k need not be initialized before the 
innermost repetition, since the statement m:= n establishes 9 1 automatically. Inves- 
tigating the invariance of 9 1 we calculate: 
(MIN i: i 3 0 A rt’[m] = 0: i)$,,l 
= {substitution; definition of exponentiation) 
= {dummy change i:= i-l; add i=O (m>O)) 
(MINi:i3Onrt’[m]=O:i-1) 
= {non-empty domain; 9 1) z 
k-l, 
indicating that the proposed 
92 in the outer repetition: 
statement k := k - 1 will do very well. Analogously for 
((MIN i: i 2 0 A rt’[n] = 0: i)~+,)“,[““] 
= {substitution;  + I > 0, so drop i = 0) 
(MIN i: i 2 1 A rt’fn+ I] =0: i)z”+‘l 
= {change dummy i:= i + 1; definition of exponentiatir;;?) 
(MINi:i2OArt’[rt[n+l]]=O: i+l)z -W 
= {rt[n i- l] < n + 1: n + 1 only appears as argument of tbc first 
application of rt} 
(MINi: iaOArt’[m]=O:i+l) 
= {non-empty domain; 2 1) 
k+l. 
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It appears that the statement k:= k + 1 should b e inserted directly after the inner 
repetition. The adapted program, with all statements irrelevant to time complexity 
left out, reads: 
I[ n,m: int; rt[i: 06 i s NJ: array of int; 
n := 0; rt[O] := 0; {k := 0;) 
donfN 3 
:= ; 
Em:OcandX[m-I]sX[n] + 
{k:= k- I;} m:= rt[m] 
4; 
{k:=k+l;)rt[n+l]:=m;n:=n+l 
od {(Vi: 0~ is N: rt[i] = RT(i))) 
where assignments to ghost variable k have been enclosed in braces. This program 
will be termed r#fill for later usage. 
A linear combination of N-n and k serves as variant function for the nested 
loops, in this case vf = 2 * (N - n) + k. The factor 2 is necessary to overcompensate 
the increase of k in the outer repetition. Obviously, the total number of steps is 
bounded by 2 * N, hence the algorithm is linear. 
Invariants 92 and 9 I fork in turn suggest a further optimization for the algorithm. 
If, in addition to counting the applications of rt, 
we no longer need array rt itself. Introducing 
93: (Vi: 0s i A RT(n) # 0: s(i) = RT”‘(n)), 
92: (Vi:OGnRT”(m)#O:s(i)=RT4’(m)) 
we store the entire sequence rt’[n], 
as invariants for the outer and inner repetition, respectively, we find that all references 
to rt can be implemented as references to the leftmost element of sequence s. This 
implies that s behaves like a stack, with height k and top in i = 0. With the usual 
stack operations empty, push, pop and top, the complete algorithm for finding the 
maximal length of any right-top segment can easily be rewritten as: 
I[ n,m: int; s: stack; 
n,z := 0,O; empty(s); 
donfN -, 
m n; := 
do m # 0 eand X[m - I] s X[n] -, m := top(s); s.~g~$ ~ti; 
push(s,m);z:=zmax(n+I-m);n:=n+I 
od 
-I 
JI* 
The linearity of this algorithm is reflected by the fact that the number of steps of 
the inner repetition cannot exceed the maximal stack height, which equals N. The 
storage space needed for the stack varies: only in the worst case N places are needed, 
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contrary to the array solution, which always uses N places. However, array rt is 
indispensable in the algorithms to follow. 
me pr& ’ a,-f;‘l‘t r,,i<F ir: ; ‘i znsideration seems to originate from a subproblem of finding 
the largest :d . ‘;ti: -t: G: zeros in a matrix [1,131. This problem in turn is a modification 
of finding the largest square of zeros in a matrix 143. Although efficient solutions 
to the latter problems may bypass the derivation below [2,13], finding the largest 
rectangle under a histogram is an interesting problem in its own right, which does 
require optimized statement lists like rrjill in Section 4. 
The general form of the postcondition in Section 1 is restricted to non-empty 
subsegments. Then, assuming N 2 1, the postcondition reads 
991: z=(MAXp,q:O~p<q6N:(MINi:p~i<q:X[i])*(q-p)), 
where in this case X is assumed to be an array of naturals. This is no real constraint. 
With p # q the domain of MIN is non-empty, so inf * 0 does not occur. 
We note that we have a very simple segment predicate here, namely true. On the 
other hand, the term function is somewhat more complicated: the minimum value 
of X over [p,q) also plays a role, apart from the segment length. 
Instead of using sic 1 as it is, we first try to simplify the postcondition: 
(MAXp,o:O~p<q~N:(MINi:pGCq:X[i])*(q-p)) 
= 
SE 
{property of minimum} 
(MAXp,q:OspcqsN 
A (3k: p~kcq: X[k]=(MINi: p~i<q: X[i])): 
(MINi: pG<q: X[i]) * (q-p)) 
(generalized omain split; use domain to simplify term} 
(MAXp,q,k:OspskcqsN 
A X[kJ=(MINi:pG<q:X[i]):X[k]*(q-p)) 
= {separate quantifications; properties of MIN and MAX} 
(MAXk:O~kcN:X[k]*(MAXp,q:O~p~kcq~N 
A (Vi: pG<q: X[k]sX[i]): q-p)) 
= {domain split of universal quantifichsw,; 
definition of 5% (I) and %!t9 (9) below} 
(MAXk:O<k<N:X[k]*(MAXp,q:Ocp~kcq~N 
h 9U(p,k+ 1 j A 2”(k,q): q-p)) 
= (definition of functions LB (10) and RB (11) below; monotonicity} 
(MAXk:0~k<N:X[kj*(MAXp,q:RB(k+l)~p~k<q~LB(k): 
S-P)) 
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= (maximize q - p) 
(MAX k: OS- kc N: X[k] * (LB(k)-RB(k+ 1 )h 
with definitions (for p,q: 0~ p s q s N, and n: 0 s n 6 NJ 
~4Pdj) = (Vi: pG<q: X[i]aX[q- l]), 
LB(n) = (MAX p: ns ps N A ZQ(n,p): p), 
RB(n) = (MIN p: 0~ p” n A 9MCp.n): p). 
As shown in Section 4, functions like LB and RB can be calculated beforehand 
and stored in arrays lb and rb. The statement lists achieving this are denoted by 
lbjFIl and rhfill, and are similar to rffij1 for the calculation of RT (see Section 4). 
For instance, &++I1 looks like this: 
I[ n,m: int; 
n:= N; Ib[N]:= N; 
don+0 + 
m n; := 
domfNcaodX[m]2X[n-1) + m:=Ib[m]od; 
Ib[n-l]:=m;n:=n-1 
od 
II . 
This being the case, the new r\~rnnAi*ian ~Y~CCI#b*Y**.Y‘. !rivia!!y leads us to the following 
statement list for the problem at hand: 
I[ n: int; Ib,rb[ i: 0 s i s NJ: array of int; 
16311; rbjill; 
n,z:=O,-inf; 
don#N --, 
zr=zmax(X[n] * (Ib[n]-rb[n+I])); n:=n+l 
od 
II . 
If the statement lists for rbfirr and &fiU are written out, various optimizations are 
feasible, such as integration of loops and removal of one of the arrays. I will omit 
these here, because they add nothing new to the problem and do not change the 
space and time order of complexity. 
6. The maximal &ibt~ segment 
In view of the previous treatment of the closely rel’ated problem of the largest 
rectangle under a histogram, the problem of finding the ‘maximal length of any ~&UC 
segment, as introduced in [3,11], is dealt with very briefly. 
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In the general functional specification i  Section 1, we take X to be an array of 
naturals, exclude empty segments again, and assume N a 1. Then we define F 
according to F(p,q) = q - p, and substitute 80~ for 4~8, where 
~@~(PlS) = (Vi: psicq: X[i]sq-p) for p,q:OspdqsN. (12) 
Like in Section 5, we start to massage the postcondition. We calculate: 
= (definition of 6~ (12); property of maximum} 
(MAXp,q:Osp<qsN A (MAXi:pGcq:X[i])sq-p:q-p) 
{introduce xtra dummy k like in Section 5) 
= {see Section 5; definitions (2), (8), and definitions (13), (14) below} 
(MAXk:Osk<N:(MAXp,q: RT(k+l)~p~k<q~LT(k) 
A NWq-p: q-p)) 
= {case analysis, maximizing q - p} 
(MAXk:0skcN:ifX[k]~LT(k)-RT(k+l) + LT(k)-RT(k+l) 
0 X[k] > LT(k) - RT(k+ 1) + -inf 
with 
WPd = (Vi: pG<q: X[p]sX[i]) for p,q: Osp<qsN, (13) 
LT(n)=(MAXp:nSpSNA.B(n,p):p) forn:OQtsN. (14) 
This analysis leads to the following program, again analogous to Section 5. 
I[ n,h: int; lt,rt[i: 0~ i < N]: array of int; 
ltjill; @I; n,z := 0,-inf; 
don#N + 
h := It@] - rt[n + l]; 
if X[n]sh -+ z:=zmaxh 
D X[n] > h + skip 
fi; 
n:=n+l 
od 
II . 
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7. The maximal 60~ segment 
Finally we address a new problem, which I got from Anne Kaldewaij: finding 
the maximal length of any G OX segment. We are asked to produce a statement list 
that establishes 
92: z = MBOX(O,N), 
where 
MB0Xb.y) 
=(MAXp,q:xSpaqSyAb&p,q):q-p) forOsxsy<N, (15) 
with definition (7) of G OX: a COX segment is at the same time left-bottom (Y’) and 
right-top @PI). This time empty segments are allowed, and N a 0 holds. 
This problem has been haunting me for quite a while. Every now and then it 
came to my mind, puzzled me, and was abandoned once more, unsolved. I urge 
the reader to play with the problem himself, before reading the tailor made linear 
solution presented hereafter, in order to discover its confusing nature. 
Here is how the derivation goes. First we try to manipulate 32. To keep the 
derivation general we investigate an arbitrary segment [x,y) and all of its subseg- 
ments, and apply some case analysis to it. We derive, assuming the validity of 
tL( x,y): 
MBOX(x,y) 
= {definition of MBOX (IS)) 
(MAXp,q: xap~q~yndsx(p,q):q-p) w 
= (60x( x,y) holds and y - x is maximal} 
y-x. 
That was easy enough. So what about %sx(x,Y)? From (7) we see that in this 
case -&6(x,y) v +U(x,y) is valid. Assuming +ft(x,y) we proceed from (*I: 
= {19Pk(x,y); from (3) we have y-x22; take m: x<m<y} 
= {domain split, definition of MBOX) 
MBOX(x,m) max MBOX(m,y) 
max(MAXp,q: x~p<m<q~yhGsx(p,q):q-p) 
= {let m be the minimal index with %t(m,y), 
then for p,q: xsp<m<qGy we have: 
aJ(m,y) A lal(m - l,y)+(6)) 
Tal(m - l,qb{W) -@Wp,q~*~W~ +=(p,q)l 
MBOX(x,m) max MBOX(m,y), 
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and, analogously for the case +Z’t?(x,y), picking up from (**): 
= {let m be the maximal index with .Z’Qx,m)) 
MBOX(x,m) max MBOX(m,y). 
This is an interesting result: if [x,y) is not a t?bx segment, it can be split into two 
smaller consecutive segments uch that no &OX segments cross the split point. The 
problem is how to use this result. Two questions arise naturally from the derivation 
given above. Firstly, how can we find m, preferably in 0( 1) time, and how can we 
implement he conditions in the case analysis efficiently? And secondly, what 
invariant is suited to take advantage of the split rule derived above? 
Looking at the definitions of m in the above derivations, we find that we only 
need functions RT and LB, defined in (8) and (IO), yielding statements m:= RT(y) 
and m := LB(x), respectively. Functions RT and LB also allow a reformulation of 
the guards: 
&?x(x,y) ,= LB(x) 2 y A RT(y) s x, (14) 
ldpe(x,y) = LB(x) < y, (17) 
lm(x,y) = RT(y) > x. (18) 
Concerning the search for a suitable invariant, we notice that, setting out with 
the original segment [O,N), and repeatedly applying the split rule, we get a sequence 
of consecutive, non-empty segments. So our inevitable choice for the invariants is: 
PO: OQSNA~[~:OS~QI] is increasinghOSa[O]Aa[n]sN, 
9% z mrrx M(n,a) = MBOX(O,N), 
with a[i: 0~ i s N]: array of int, and 
M(n,a) = (MAX k: 0~ k<n: MBOX(a[k], a[k+ 11)). (19) 
The statements n,z:= I,-inf; a[01 := 0; a[ l] := N will do for initialization. Postcon- 
dition 32 follows from 91 A n = 0. Since n is expected to rise and drop in an arbitrary 
way, we aim to use the total segment length a[n] as a variant function. Trying to 
decrease it we derive for n > 0: 
= {definition of M (19); domain split} 
M(n - 1,a) max MBOX(a[n - 11, a[n]) 
= {case analysis: (a), (b) and (c); apply ,>lit i de) 
{if Ib[a[n-1]]3a[n]~rt[a[n]]~a[n-I]; (14)) 
M(n- 1,a) max (a[n]-a[n-1]), 
= {if lb[a[n - l]] c a[n]; (17)) 
M(n - 1,a) max MBOX(a[n- l],lb[a[n - 1]]) 
max MBOX(lb[a[n - l]],a[n]), 
( 1 a 
(b) 
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= {if rt[a[nJ]>a[n- 11; (IS)) 
M(n- 1,a) max MBOX(a[n- l],rt[a[n]]) 
max MBOX(rt[a[n]],a[n]). 
In (a), the segment length decreases from a[n] to a[n - I], because the last array 
element is removed. Unfortunately, in (b) and (c), it remains unchanged. But in 
those cases we note that n increases. So we propose vf = 2 + a[n] - n as a variant 
function, the factor 2 being necessary to overcompensate he decrease of n in (a). 
Since array a is increasing we have 2 * a[n] 2 a[ n ] 2 n, and vf 2 0 holds. Then from 
a[n] 6 N (90) it follows that the algorithm below is linear: 
I[ n,l,r: int; Ib,rt,a[i: 0~ i < N]: array of int; 
lbfill; rtJil1; 
n,z:= I,-inf; a[O]:= 0; a[ I]:= N; 
don#O + 
I:= Ib[a[n- l]]; r:= rt[a[n]]; 
ifIaa[n]AtSa[n-11 + 2:= zmax(a[n]-a[n-l]);n:=n-1 
Oka[n] + a[n+l]:=a[n];a[n]:=I;n:=n+l 
Or>a[n-1] --, a[n+l]:=a[n];a[n]:=r;n:=n+l 
fi 
od WI 
II . 
Like in Section 4, array a can be implemented as a stack. This minimizes the 
storage space needed, and the number of, possibly expensive, array references. This 
is left as an exercise to the interested reader. 
8. Concluding remarks 
A few remarks are in order here. Firstly, most of the algorithms presented rely 
on the random accessibility of arrays, due to the preprocessing of array X in both 
directions. For some problems, solutions are known in which a given sequence is 
processed strictly from left to right [3,11,14]. A full treatment of this approach is 
beyond the scope of this paper, but the idea is to generalize the stack used in Sectiaic 
4. Then each stack element is a record, which contains, apart from RT$I of @_P(K$ 
additional information about the interval [ RT( n),n) or [ RB( a),~). Such a solution 
even appears to exist for the 60=c, problem [HI, implying that this problem is 
essentially not harder than the other problems presented here. 
Secondly, comparing the present derivation for the problem of the largest rectangle 
under a histogram, in Section 5, with the one in [14), we notice that the former 
does not make the detour of first introducing, and later implementing, the compli- 
cated “histogram” data structure (an abstract version of the stack mentioned in the 
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previous paragraph). The same holds for the heap data structure used in [I]. As a 
consequence, the derivation is on a somewhat lower level and “contains more 
quantifier juggling”. I think the relative simplicity of the problem justifies this. 
Taking another look at the problem of the maximal &W segment, it may be 
noticed that it is very similar to the problem of finding the largest square under a 
histogram [9,10,12]: just change s into a in the segment definition. Indeed, it 
allows a solution different from the one in 19, IO, 121, along the lines of Section 6. 
The case analysis in the simplification of the postcondition changes somewhat, 
leading to the program: 
I[ n: int; Ib,rb[i: 06 i G N]: array of int; 
lbfill; rbjfll; 
n,z:= O,-inf; 
do&N + 
z:=zmax(X[n]min(Ib[n]-rb[n+I]));n:=n+l 
od 
II . 
The reader is invited to verify this. 
Finally, we would like once again to point out the crucial points in the derivation 
of the maximal Goz: segment, so that future exercises may benefit from it. It is not 
unusual to set out to explore expressions like MBOX: they appear very frequently 
in the tail invariants of slope searches [6]. Only, in the latter case a single point is 
removed from the segment [x,y), whereas in the former case the segment has to be 
broken up into two pieces of a very specific length, depending on the array values. 
The pseudo-monotonicity property (6), introduced to compensate for the lack of 
true monotonicity, could have given a clue to try this. The case analysis is suggested 
by the disjunctivity of T%PX(X,Y): a fortunate consequence of the conjunctivity of 
&x(x,Y) that caused all problems in the first place! 
The introduction of the special functions LB and RT is the riext nontrivial step. 
Although these functions are attractive to realize a clean separation of concerns, it 
is not obvious from the beginning that they can be implemented in linear time. The 
last step of importance is the introduction of the rather nonstandard invariant. In 
this case it was found by evaluating a few steps, and inferring the general form of 
resulting expressions. I expect that this generalized tail invariant is bound to come 
up in more future problems. 
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